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Traditional knowledge is influenced by ancestry, inter-cultural diffusion and
interaction with the natural environment. It is problematic to assess the contributions of these influences independently because closely related ethnic groups
may also be geographically close, exposed to similar environments and able to
exchange knowledge readily. Medicinal plant use is one of the most important
components of traditional knowledge, since plants provide healthcare for up to
80% of the world’s population. Here, we assess the significance of ancestry, geographical proximity of cultures and the environment in determining medicinal
plant use for 12 ethnic groups in Nepal. Incorporating phylogenetic information
to account for plant evolutionary relatedness, we calculate pairwise distances that
describe differences in the ethnic groups’ medicinal floras and floristic environments. We also determine linguistic relatedness and geographical separation
for all pairs of ethnic groups. We show that medicinal uses are most similar
when cultures are found in similar floristic environments. The correlation
between medicinal flora and floristic environment was positive and strongly significant, in contrast to the effects of shared ancestry and geographical proximity.
These findings demonstrate the importance of adaptation to local environments,
even at small spatial scale, in shaping traditional knowledge during human
cultural evolution.

1. Introduction
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The ability to learn from others and to transmit knowledge and skills has shaped
human history [1–3]. Transmission of traditional knowledge underpins both
long-term conservation and rapid change in cultural traits, enabling humans to
refine survival strategies and occupy diverse habitats [4,5]. Two modes of transmission of traditional knowledge have been described. Traditional knowledge is
passed from generation to generation, and so from ancestral to descendant
cultures, in what is termed ‘vertical transmission’. Selective diffusion or borrowing
is referred to as ‘horizontal transmission’, and serves to modify traditional knowledge, although innovation in the absence of horizontal transmission may also
modify an ethnic group’s knowledge. The combination of modification and vertical
and horizontal transmission establishes bodies of traditional knowledge unique to
each culture, but still reflecting the traditional knowledge of their ancestors [4,6].
The study of the evolution of human culture is a matter of considerable current
interest, particularly as phylogenetic methods borrowed from biology are finding
wide application. Phylogenetic methods have shed light on the transmission of
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human culture, treating cultural traits as analogous to biological
traits [6–8], and modes of inheritance of cultural traits are
beginning to be ascertained for aspects of human culture.
Those passed on vertically include some aspects of material culture [9,10] and family and kinship organization [4,11]; traits
transmitted horizontally include cases of technical innovations
[12], music [13] and other aspects of material culture [14].
Some behavioural and cultural traits show correlation with
environmental factors, revealing the adaptation of traditional
knowledge to the environment [15,16]. Two patterns of cultural trait distribution are suggestive of trait evolution in
response to environment: traits differing between closely
related cultures found in different environments, and traits
similar between unrelated cultures sharing an environment
may be traits which are adapted to the environment. Ecological
correlates of behavioural and cultural traits reveal adaptation
of this kind [15,16]. The environment may necessitate cultural
innovation, but it also influences cultural traits by imposing
functional constraints [17].
Medicine is an important element of traditional knowledge which includes indigenous healthcare traditions,
beliefs and various practices. Well over half of the world’s
population depend on traditional medicine for healthcare,
up to 80% in countries of the developing world [18]. Between
10 000 and 53 000 plant species are used in traditional
medicine, and use of plants in medicine is a ubiquitous and
important cultural trait [19,20]. Because not all plants are
found everywhere, the floristic environment constrains plant
use. The adaptation of traditional medicine when migrations
expose cultures to new floristic environments may occur
through horizontal transmission of plant use and homogenization of practices [21–23]. In this study, we focus on 12
moderately to closely related ethnic groups from Nepal.
With approximately 75 ethnic groups and approximately
7000 plant species, Nepal has remarkable cultural [24,25]
and floristic diversity (http://www.floraofnepal.org) [26,27].
One in seven plants is or has been used in some sort of medicinal preparation [24]. By performing comparisons of
traditional plant use among closely related cultures, the aim

of this study is to shed light on the evolutionary processes
that have shaped this body of traditional knowledge.
Our study investigates how similarities among the medicinal
floras of 12 Nepalese ethnic groups reflect affinities of the floristic
environments to which these ethnic groups are exposed, their
cultural affinities and their geographical proximities (figure 1).
Studies of closely related groups are ‘potentially the most informative for testing cross-cultural hypotheses’ [7], since both
vertical and horizontal transmission can occur when closely
related cultures are found within a region. For the 12 Nepalese
ethnic groups, we use linguistic affinities as a proxy for ancestry,
and calculate geographical distances based on their distribution
in the country to investigate the effect of geographical separation
on the composition of medicinal floras. By performing comparisons of traditional plant use among closely related cultures, this
study aims to shed light on the evolutionary processes that have
shaped this body of traditional knowledge while explicitly evaluating the role of the environment in shaping the evolution of
traditional medicine. In the context of burgeoning research
aimed at elucidating the modes of inheritance of cultural traits,
we put forward and test an approach we develop to disentangle
the spatial, environmental and historical determinants of
traditional knowledge.

2. Material and methods
(a) Cultural distances
The 12 ethnic groups from Nepal under study were Chepang,
Danuwar, Gurung, Lepcha, Limbu, Magar, Majhi, Raute,
Sherpa, Sunuwar, Tamang and Tharu. These groups represent
more than a quarter of the total population in the country and
the two main language families in Nepal, namely Indo-European
(Danuwar, Majhi and Tharu) and Sino-Tibetan (Chepang,
Gurung, Lepcha, Limbu, Magar, Raute, Sherpa, Sunuwar and
Tamang). Languages from these two groups are spoken by
approximately 98% of the Nepalese population. To calculate cultural distances among these ethnic groups, we used linguistic
data, demonstrated to be a good proxy for relationships of
human groups [28,29]. We selected ethnic groups with language
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Figure 1. Cross-cultural similarities in traditional medicine can be determined by shared ancestry, geography or the environment. The relationships of six hypothetical cultures, shown in circles of different colours, are represented using a cultural phylogenetic tree (a), and (b) shows their distribution in a hypothetical region,
where two types of environment (black and white) are present. Mortars and pestles represent traditional medicinal systems. If cultural ancestry determines similarities in traditional medicine, closely related cultures will end up with similar traditional medicinal systems (c). However, if those similarities are determined by the
environment, those medicinal systems will reflect environmental similarities (d ). Finally, if horizontal transmission shapes traditional medicinal systems, then cultures
in close geographical proximity will share traditional medicinal systems (e).
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Figure 2. Classification of the 12 languages of ethnic groups under study and their distribution in the floristic areas of Nepal. Classification based on language data
acquired from the Ethnologue [31]. Pairwise cultural distances among ethnic groups were calculated by counting the language subgroupings (shown in circles) that any
given language pair does not share. For example, the distance between Tamang and Gurung is zero, as they are placed in same language group (Tamangic) and share all
language subgroupings. The distance between Tamang and Lepcha is three, as there are three language subgroupings they do not share (Tamangic, Tibetic, Lepcha).

Ethnomedicinal information was collated from nationwide compilations of ethnobotanical plants [24] (http://www.eson.org.np/
database/index.php). All plant species used by each of the
12 ethnic groups were recorded and presence or absence of
usage was scored at the genus level for each ethnic group. To
assign floristic environments to ethnic groups, each ethnic group
was located in one or more of the three major biogeographical
regions of Nepal (western, central and eastern) depending on its
distribution in the country [25], as shown in figure 2. The floristic
environment of each group was all the species found across its
range over these three biogeographical regions in Nepal. Data
on the distribution of plant species in the biogeographical regions
were collated from a checklist of the flora of Nepal [26].

flora [32]. The phylogeny includes one exemplar species per
genus. Where possible, that species was from the local flora, but
in cases where a DNA sequence or plant material was not available, species of the same genus from other localities were used.
The tree is based on sequence data from the plastid DNA
marker rbcL, which were analysed under the maximum likelihood
(ML) criterion [33]. For more details on taxon sampling, molecular
techniques and phylogenetic reconstruction, see [32].
Pairwise distances for floristic environments and medicinal
floras were calculated using the ‘comdistnn’ command in PHYLOCOM v. 4.1 [34] on the phylogenetic tree of the flora of Nepal. This
command calculates the phylogenetic distance between two
samples based on the nearest-neighbour phylogenetic distance.
For each taxon in one sample, the algorithm finds the closest relative in the other sample and records the phylogenetic distance
between them. The final value for the two samples is the average
of these distances for all taxa in both samples. Our samples were
either the floristic environment of a region or the medicinal flora
of an ethnic group. Large values acquired from ‘comdistnn’
denote that the two samples do not include many taxa that are
particularly closely related, whereas small values indicate close
relationships between two samples. Genera included in medicinal floras, but not sampled in the phylogeny were excluded
from these analyses. The distance matrices for floristic environments and medicinal floras are shown in the electronic
supplementary material, tables S2 and S3, respectively.

(c) Phylogenetic analyses

(d) Geography

To estimate phylogenetic distances between all pairs of medicinal
floras and all pairs of floristic environments, we used a genus-level
phylogeny of the flora of Nepal from a previous study, which
included 1335 genera, representing more than 85% of the Nepalese

We calculated geographical distance between all pairs of cultures
using the haversine formula [35] on the midpoint locations of
each culture. The haversine formula calculates the great-circle
distance between two points on the globe, i.e. the shortest

retention (strong one-to-one relationship between ethnic communities and language) [30] and therefore correspondence between
language and cultural ancestry is maximized. A matrix of pairwise distances of the languages was created based on language
grouping information extracted from the Ethnologue [31], a
worldwide dataset and classification of languages. Pairwise cultural distance was calculated using the number of hierarchical
levels of language groupings separating the ethnic groups’
respective languages, summarized in figure 2. Cultural distances
are shown in the electronic supplementary material, table S1.

(b) Medicinal floras and floristic environments
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distance between them on the surface of the globe. In our study,
it is the great-circle distance between midpoint locations of cultures. The geographical distributions of cultures were obtained
from the Ethnologue [31]. When there were multiple cultural variants (e.g. Gurung, Magar, Tamang and Tharu), we calculated
the distance from each variant to the relevant culture and
averaged these distances. The distance matrix is shown in the
electronic supplementary material, table S4.

(e) Statistics and simulations
The four distance matrices (1, culture; 2, floristic environment;
3, medicinal flora and 4, geography) were used to perform five
correlations: 1, floristic environment versus medicinal flora;
2, culture versus geography; 3, geography versus floristic environment; 4, culture versus medicinal flora; 5, geography versus
floristic environment. Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient (r) and significance of correlations between these matrices
were estimated with Mantel tests [36] in the ‘vegan’ package in R
[37]. Table 1 summarizes the results of these correlations.
To test whether the absence of signal of vertical transmission
of medicinal floras in our study can be attributed to methodological artefact, we generated an artificial dataset that represents an
extremely conservative mode of vertical transmission. We generated a random ‘medicinal flora’ composed of a set of 66 genera
(similar size to the medicinal floras in our dataset). This was
used as the ancestral medicinal flora of all cultural groups. Starting
from an ‘ancestral’ language node, we ‘evolved’ the medicinal
flora in the following way: every time we came across a language
bifurcation, we substituted one of the genera in the medicinal flora
with its closest relative from the phylogenetic tree of the flora of
Nepal. The resulting medicinal floras associated with the extant
languages were between 3 and 17% different from one another
(the range of distances in observed medicinal floras was
18.5–87%). Pairwise phylogenetic distances were calculated with
the ‘comdistnn’ option in PHYLOCOM v. 4.1, as described above,
and the correlation of these distances with linguistic distances
was assessed with a Mantel test.

3. Results and discussion
Five tests for correlations between four matrices of pairwise
distances show unequivocally that the floristic environment
to which a culture is exposed exerts the strongest influence
on the medicinal flora adopted (table 1). The statistically
significant correlation between floristic environment and medicinal flora (r ¼ 0.73, p , 0.001; table 1) provides strong
evidence for this link. The distance matrices used in this test,
one to describe relatedness of floristic environments and the

other relatedness of medicinal floras, were both calculated
using a genus-level phylogenetic tree of the flora of Nepal
encompassing 85% of the total flora. For the floristic environment, relatedness was calculated using the phylogeny and
published Nepalese plant distribution data. Medicinal floras
of the 12 ethnic groups were superimposed onto the phylogenetic tree to calculate the relatedness of the medicinal floras.
Correlation between these distances was assessed using a
Mantel test [36], an approach used in similar studies [6,38].
The correlation between floristic environment and medicinal flora could be attributed to spatial autocorrelation,
Galton’s problem of closely related cultures being spatially
proximate, a problem which has long bedevilled comparative
cultural studies [39]. To evaluate whether Galton’s problem is
confounding our results, our second Mantel correlation test is
crucial: using language as a proxy for cultural relatedness
[(8, 16), we show there is no significant effect of geographical
structure of ethnic groups in Nepal (r ¼ 0.13, p . 0.05; table
1). To perform this test, cultural relatedness among the 12
ethnic groups was calculated based on language affinities
(figure 2), and the geographical proximities of pairs of cultures were calculated between the midpoints of their
ranges. The lack of geographical clustering of related cultural
groups shows that in Nepal we do not conflate cultural relatedness and geographical proximity, overcoming spatial
autocorrelation when we seek to assess the determinants of
a culture’s selection of medicinal plants. The dispersal of
related cultures, alongside Nepal’s cultural diversity and
rich medicinal flora, makes the Nepalese case an exceptionally powerful one for teasing apart the factors influencing
the adoption of a medicinal flora.
Further Mantel tests also contribute to the robust interpretation of the correlation between floristic environment and
medicinal flora. Background signal of shared ancestry could
contribute to our finding of environmental convergence of medicinal floras. However, we found culture and medicinal flora not
to be strongly correlated (r ¼ 0.21, p . 0.05; table 1), revealing
that vertical transmission over the time scale at which ethnic
groups diverge is not the main determinant of traditional medicinal knowledge. Even when taking into account the possibility
of using close relatives to substitute for unavailable plants in
different environments, presumed ancestral use—as would be
revealed by related cultures selecting the most similar sets of
plants—is not the main determinant of plant use by a culture.
Environmental convergence of medicinal floras could
also be because of horizontal exchange between cultures.

Proc. R. Soc. B 281: 20132768
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Table 1. Pearson product-moment correlation coefﬁcient (r) and signiﬁcance ( p) of correlations among distance matrices. Floristic environment refers to the
distance matrix between the total ﬂoras found in each ﬂoristic region. Medicinal ﬂora refers to the distance matrix between the medicinal ﬂoras used by each
ethnic group. Culture refers to the distance matrix describing cultural relatedness, and based on linguistic afﬁnities. Geography refers to the distance matrix
describing geographical proximity of different cultures. n.s., non-signiﬁcant.
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Cultural exchange of this kind, where individuals migrate
to either geographically distant cultures or cultures that are
not linguistically related, would not be revealed by our
approach. Further detailed studies of individuals’ ethnobotanical knowledge and heritage would be needed. This
shortcoming also highlights limitations with the sourcing of
ethnobotanical knowledge for this study. Our ethnobotanical
data were sourced from publically available resources, which
do not take into account the number of informants or the personal heritage of informants. Thus, the ethnobotanical data
used may introduce biases into our study. Meta-analyses of
the kind presented here highlight the importance of further,
detailed ethnobotanical work on the ground.
Finally, a limitation lies in the interpretation of results from
Mantel tests, which have been shown to be prone to type-I
and type-II errors [46,47]. Moreover, if one variable is poorly
measured, its correlation with other variables might be reduced.
We have already highlighted that our use of language affinities
as a proxy for intra-cultural relationships may be a weakness. If
our estimates of ancestry are misleading, this could explain the
absence of significant correlation between ancestry and other
traits. Despite the pitfalls of Mantel tests, they are still used
very commonly in comparative cultural studies, as other similar
methods, such as independent contrasts, are oversensitive to
horizontal transmission [47].
In spite of the caveats discussed above, we reveal an
experimental, flexible approach in the macro-evolution of
traditional knowledge, and the strong influence of the natural
environment. Similarly strong environmental influences have
been observed for other cultural characters [15], reflecting geographical barriers to cultural transmission [38] and adaptation
of human populations to different environments [11]. Our
study highlights independent adoption of similar medicinal
plants when human are exposed to similar floristic environments. Other studies have attributed independent adoption
to independent discovery of plant bioactivity [32], but between
much more distantly related cultures, and therefore over a
much longer time scale than is inferred here. The experimental
and flexible approach revealed here is especially intriguing
given the importance of traditional medicine for healthcare,
and previous research showing that functional cultural characters are conserved [17,48]. However, the role of traditional
medicinal knowledge is to contribute to the fitness of human
populations in different environments through healthcare
[49]. As availability of resources varies among environments,
medicinal floras need to be adapted to local environments in
order to respond to healthcare needs [21,23,50].
Our study is unique among studies of bio-cultural evolution
in incorporating both a cultural and a biological phylogenetic
tree to investigate the transmission of a key cultural trait. We
use the phylogeny of Nepalese flowering plants to calculate
similarities between the floristic environments that ethnic
groups are exposed to—a proxy for environmental similarity.
We then calculate similarities between medicinal floras using
the same phylogeny. Phylogenetic measures are particularly
appropriate for our study, since closely related ethnic groups
exposed to novel floristic environments often use close relatives
of their ancestral medicinal plant species [21,51]. Selecting relatives in this way is a form of vertical transmission. The
strength of this study lies in the use of biological phylogenies
to estimate the relatedness of medicinal floras. Conventional
taxonomic approaches based on the number of species in
common will not capture underlying similarities between
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Nevertheless, we found that pairwise distances describing
the geographical proximities of cultures and the relatedness
of medicinal floras are not significantly correlated (r ¼ 0.48,
p . 0.05; table 1), indicating that horizontal transmission, or
borrowing of traditional knowledge, which would be most
probable between cultures with overlapping distributions,
is in fact not important here.
Overall, our findings indicate that through their history,
the 12 Nepalese ethnic groups under investigation have
adopted a flexible approach and incorporated new, unrelated
plants into their medicinal floras. Although signal of both
vertical and horizontal transmission was found in the medicinal floras of the 12 ethnic groups under investigation, this
was very weak and not significant. Instead, we found
strong human responses to similar floristic environments.
Our finding that related cultures are not geographically structured also indicates that closely related cultures can occupy
different floristic environments, therefore driving innovation
in medicinal plant use.
The spatial level used to delineate floristic regions was
the three-zone longitudinal division of Nepal (western, central,
eastern biogeographical regions), as finer botanical distribution
data across the whole of Nepal are not yet available. This delimitation of floristic regions could weaken our study. Nevertheless,
there was a strong correlation (r ¼ 0.58, p , 0.01; table 1)
between geographical proximity of cultures and their floristic
environments. This shows that our delimitation of floristic
regions is meaningful: our data recover cultures in close
geographical proximity being exposed to similar plants, even
though cultures have distributions that do not map to our
crude floristic regions. Of course, there is considerable latitudinal variation for both the plants and the ethnic groups within
those regions, but this issue cannot be tackled until finer
distribution data are available.
Our study depends on the recognition of ethnic groups,
and the accurate estimation of the relationships between
them. Here, we use language affinities to infer relationships
between ethnic groups. Language affinities have often been
used as a proxy for intra-cultural relationships, but increasingly quantitative linguistic models are used [40–42].
Detailed linguistic studies do not exist for the Nepalese
groups in our study, so our estimates of relatedness might
be unreliable. Studies comparing traditional language classifications, as used here, and Bayesian phylogenetic estimates,
reveal striking congruence between the two classifications
[42,43]. Whether this would be true in our case is not
known, and comparative linguistic studies are needed to
consolidate our understanding of historical intra-cultural
relationships in Nepal. In terms of the recognition of ethnic
groups, anthropologists are revealing ethnic group identities
in Nepal to be very fluid, challenging the idea of fixed ethnic
groups [44]. While a particular village may have historical
depth in a place, the knowledge carried by an individual
informant may well derive from a complex ancestry and
social heritage [44,45]. If the ethnic groups we recognize
have in fact experienced cultural exchange, then we would
expect a signal from horizontal transmission. Our study
does not reveal a strong relationship between the geographical proximity of cultures and their medicinal flora, so if this
horizontal exchange is occurring it does not overwhelm the
impact of the floristic environment. Cultural exchange may
be occurring between cultures that are not proximate, due
to long-distance migration of individuals to new cultures.
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4. Conclusion
Intriguing patterns are emerging from the increasing numbers
of studies using phylogenetic approaches to characterize cultural evolution [4,9–14]. While many studies have identified
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